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Abstract Collaboration between academics and practitioners promotes knowledge transfer between
research and industry, with both sides beneﬁting greatly. However, academic approaches are often not
feasible given real-world limits on time, cost and data availability, especially for risk and uncertainty analyses. Although the need for uncertainty quantiﬁcation and risk assessment are clear, there are few published
studies examining how scientiﬁc methods can be used in practice. In this work, we introduce possible
strategies for transferring and communicating academic approaches to real-world applications, countering
the current disconnect between increasingly sophisticated academic methods and methods that work and
are accepted in practice. We analyze a collaboration between academics and water suppliers in Germany
who wanted to design optimal groundwater monitoring networks for drinking-water well catchments. Our
key conclusions are: to prefer multiobjective over single-objective optimization; to replace Monte-Carlo
analyses by scenario methods; and to replace data-hungry quantitative risk assessment by easy-tocommunicate qualitative methods. For improved communication, it is critical to set up common glossaries
of terms to avoid misunderstandings, use striking visualization to communicate key concepts, and jointly
and continually revisit the project objectives. Ultimately, these approaches and recommendations are
simple and utilitarian enough to be transferred directly to other practical water resource related problems.
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1. Introduction
Collaboration between academics and practitioners promotes knowledge transfer between research and
industry, with both sides beneﬁting greatly. For academics, these collaborations offer insight into applied
problems and require pragmatic and goal-oriented solutions under real-world restrictions. Industrial partners can beneﬁt from exposure to state-of-the-scientiﬁc techniques and approaches. Despite the potential
advantages, there are persistent difﬁculties, generally falling into three categories.
First, many academic methods are fundamental and general, but not yet optimized for practical applications. This holds, in particular, for advanced methods (e.g., Tingstad et al., 2017; Zatarain Salazar et al., 2017)
in stochastic hydro(geo)logy, uncertainty quantiﬁcation, and risk analyses. For example, academic
approaches in stochastic hydrology place emphasis on statistical rigor, while practice requires methods that
are transparent and relatively easy to explain in scientiﬁc or economic terms. Practitioners have to sell the
results to politicians and stakeholders, and must be able to justify them. With complex statistical methods
that might be very challenging. In addition, most of the complex methods are computationally expensive.
Hill et al. (2016) discuss a similar point in their study and propose to prefer computationally frugal methods
if possible.
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Second, many academic risk estimation methods emphasize rigorously quantitative results (e.g., Cushman
et al., 2001; Tartakovsky, 2013), which requires input data that are rarely available in practice. That is, even if
stakeholders are willing to work with abstract and complicated methods (see ﬁrst category above), they are
restricted by the limited availability of data or statistics that such methods have to be fed with.
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Finally, the objectives of academic risk models often differ from the objectives of risk models applied in
practice. Speciﬁcally, while the academic side forms statistical ensembles to cover all possible scenarios proportional to their probabilities, the emphasis on the practical side may be on lower-likelihood, higher-risk
scenarios.
Addressing these three difﬁculties requires careful and effective communication to ensure that data acquisition and data evaluation support the interests of both parties. That communication is crucial in coproductions and collaborations between academics and practitioners has been identiﬁed in literature related to
stakeholder engagement (e.g., Allen et al., 2013; Eden et al., 2016). Some persistent challenges to this communication are: the use of jargon; discipline-speciﬁc software with steep learning curves; and other groupspeciﬁc, implicit mindsets by both parties. Further literature regarding challenges, beneﬁts, and drawbacks
related to stakeholder engagement in environmental modeling can be found in the reviews of Reed (2008)
and Krueger et al. (2012). The interested reader is also referred to the special issue Water Governance, Stakeholder Engagement, and Sustainable Water Resources Management edited by Megdal et al. (2017) that gives
a broad overview of recently published studies on stakeholder engagement related to the ﬁeld of water
resources management.
In this paper, advantages, difﬁculties, and solutions of academic-practitioner interactions in the area of stochastic hydro(geo)logy are highlighted, explored, and analyzed using a real-world example. We analyze one
example of a collaboration between academics and water suppliers in Germany. The analyzed project is
outlined in section 2. The project aimed to evaluate and optimize groundwater quality monitoring networks
in drinking-water well catchments (called well catchments in the following) as an early warning system. The
purpose of this paper is to document and discuss the evolution of that project to provide insights that may
improve other such efforts. To this end, we present the profound changes that were made to the original
project plan as the project progressed. We place special focus on assessing, modeling, handling, and communicating uncertainties (section 3). We discuss the (academic) scientiﬁc concepts originally proposed to
tackle uncertainty. These concepts had to be adapted (mostly simpliﬁed) to be used under practical requirements and limitations. Most of these concepts are already introduced in Bode et al. (2016). In contrast to
that study, here we emphasize the reasoning behind those adaptations. That is, we point out the disconnect
between the planned state-of-the-art scientiﬁc methods and the actual needs of the practitioners. Then, we
discuss how the project overcame these challenges.
The necessary adaptations that arose during the project led to several methodological innovations at the
science-practice interface. The innovations made include: (1) to replace standard single-objective optimization by multiobjective optimization as a main selling point to practitioners; (2) to adopt qualitative risk models instead of quantitative ones to adapt to realistic scenarios of data availability; and (3) to develop failsafe
approaches for cases with unknown risks. Selected numerical results of a test case are presented in section
4 to support these concepts. The ﬁnal discussion highlights important aspects of project management that
we learned and that led to a mutually successful project.
The developments made and lessons learned are much more general than the speciﬁc project examined
here. We propose that they will be useful for future collaborations between academic and industrial partners in the face of uncertainty for many hydrogeologic, hydrologic, and other environmental problems (sections 5 and 6).

2. The Project Idea
In many places worldwide, water suppliers seek to provide reliable clean drinking water under increasing
cost pressures. A clean freshwater resource from which they can produce drinking water is the foundation
of a reliable water supply system. If the amount of water is not limited, then water quality becomes the
major consideration for securing the required freshwater resource. In Germany, land use restrictions and
national guidelines and regulations can protect groundwater resources through deﬁned water protection
zones (e.g., DVGW, 2006; WHG, 2009). However, these restrictions carry a cost in the reduced utility of the
land. Therefore, wellhead protection is a trade-off: some possible threats (called possible contamination sources in the following) will not be allowed within these protection zones (cf. Figure 1). Other activities will not
be regulated. But, in most cases, it is not a simple matter to identify all possible contamination sources and
to ensure that they have no possibility of contaminating the water source. Rather, monitoring networks
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must be installed in well catchments to provide early detection of possible sources of contamination to the quality of water extracted by
water supply wells.

Figure 1. Problem sketch: within the well catchment (here in light blue), many
possible contamination sources can affect the pumping wells. These possible
contamination sources can be accumulated in urban areas or industrial parks,
but they can also be found in less densely populated areas. An early warning
monitoring network can be used to avoid contamination of the supply wells
and protect consumers.

Technical standards of the German water supply industry recommend
the installation of monitoring networks for well catchments (DVGW,
2003). But, they give vague guidance about how these networks
should be designed. Speciﬁcally, the regulations suggest that numerical groundwater models should be used to plan monitoring networks,
but they do not give information about how these models can or
should be used to optimize the monitoring networks. As a result,
water suppliers might consider installing potentially expensive monitoring networks without clear strategies for optimizing those networks
or evaluating their ability to detect contamination. This represents a
real opportunity for collaboration between academics, who have
developed such methods, and industry, who could see immediate
beneﬁts in both cost and performance of these networks for wellhead
protection, as in the works of Tiedeman et al. (2003, 2004).

Four of ﬁve authors of this paper participated, together with other partners, in a project called Risk-based
groundwater monitoring for well head protection areas funded by the German Technical and Scientiﬁc
Association for Gas and Water (DVGW). The project brought together water suppliers, academic researchers, and an advisory board of stakeholders. The goal was to close the gap between the demands of the
regulations, the needs of the water suppliers, and the lack of clear guidance for the design and assessment of monitoring networks. The approach proposed in the project was to develop underlying concepts, leading to software that bridges the gap between academic methods of uncertainty
quantiﬁcation with the realities of data-limited and information-limited real-world decision processes.
This software allowed water suppliers to deﬁne, evaluate, and optimally design monitoring-well networks for well catchments.
It became immediately apparent that two key deﬁnitions were critical to the success of this project. First,
what constitutes optimal design? Second, what are the most useful measures of effectiveness? Our deﬁnitions
related the possible contamination sources (Figure 1) to the protection of water quality at the pumping
wells. In order to be effective, a monitoring network must satisfy two objectives:
1. It must monitor each known possible contamination source within the well catchment (classical effectiveness) and be failsafe against unknown possible contamination sources (robustness against ignorance
of possible contamination sources).
2. In the case of a contaminant release, it must provide sufﬁcient time for the water supplier to react before
water quality at the well is compromised.
In other words, an effective monitoring network acts as an early warning system for well contamination.
This may be relatively simple to design if all possible contamination sources are known and the hydrogeology is well characterized. But, in many cases, the number of possible contamination sources can be very
large and unidentiﬁed sources may exist in the watershed. It may be prohibitively expensive to install and
operate a network that ensures 100% robust effectiveness under these conditions.
In most practical cases, a monitoring network represents a trade-off between effectiveness and costefﬁciency (e.g., Reed et al., 2000; Reed & Minsker, 2004; Yenig€
ul et al., 2006). At best, effectiveness cannot be
improved without lowering efﬁciency and vice versa. This represents a Pareto-optimal trade-off, following
the principle of Pareto optimality (Pareto, 1964). As such, we deﬁne an optimal monitoring design as a network that provides a Pareto-optimal balance of these two qualities based on the speciﬁc needs of the water
provider. From the academic side, we focus on developing software that identiﬁes monitoring-network
designs that provide Pareto-optimal trade-offs between:
1. detection probability (to be maximized),
2. early warning time (to be maximized), and
3. installation and operation costs (to be minimized).
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These goals have to be translated into quantiﬁable criteria: the objective functions (an example is given in
section 3.6). Here detection probability and early warning time are related to effectiveness, and installation
and operation costs are related to cost-efﬁciency. Each of the three characteristics can offer beneﬁts to the
operator. However, designing a network that maximizes one or both of the ﬁrst two goals has associated
costs. The ultimate realization of an optimization software would allow water providers to identify their personal desired balance of network effectiveness and cost-efﬁciency, giving them improved understanding of
the monitoring costs necessary to achieve different levels of wellhead protection. Our implementation of
the optimization software deﬁnes the installation and operating costs of each proposed monitoring
network.
Industries are accustomed to making decisions that trade-off risk with cost (e.g., Chopra & Sodhi, 2004). In
this project, our goal was to provide practical software that proposed Pareto-optimal monitoring networks
to achieve the user-deﬁned optimality (an example of selecting the personally preferable solution from all
Pareto-optimal solutions can be found in section 4 and Figure 9). Speciﬁcally, the software is based on a solute transport simulator to deﬁne the capture zones of the pumping wells and to predict the plumes that
could emerge from known possible contamination sources. If there is an existing monitoring network, the
software evaluates its operating costs and its efﬁciency based on its likelihood of detecting known sources
with sufﬁcient time to protect water quality at the well. Then, the software proposes many different networks (consisting of existing and new monitoring-well positions) that satisfy the three objectives enumerated above to different degrees, based on a multiobjective evolutionary optimization algorithm. The water
provider can then choose the design that provides acceptable efﬁciency within their budgetary limits. (If no
network exists, the software only proposes new Pareto-optimal trade-off networks.)
In most real-world cases, the hydro(geo)logic system is poorly known and hence its characteristic properties
are deeply uncertain (Carrera, 1993), as well as the locations and characteristics of all possible contamination sources. That is, results of numerical simulations of possible groundwater contaminations are inherently
uncertain. Therefore, the software is designed to accommodate these sources of uncertainty when proposing network designs. In the following section, we introduce all sources of uncertainty we consider in our
approaches and their realization is described from section 3.2 to section 3.6.
2.1. Which Uncertainties Do We Consider
We can divide the uncertainties considered in our problem into three groups:
1. The ﬁrst group includes all uncertainties that affect our ability to predict ﬂow and transport. These uncertainties include: values and spatial distributions of hydraulic conductivity; porosity; dispersivities; groundwater recharge; and future pumping rates. In other words, these uncertainties are related to limited data
for unique model calibration.
2. The second group is related to the possible contamination sources. As detailed in Figure 2, there are several types of source uncertainty. First, the very existence of a source may be unknown at the time of
designing the network, or the source may be introduced at a later date. Second, while a source may be

Figure 2. Uncertainties that were considered during the project. Black circle: Uncertainties that affect the transport
simulation (illustrated by two different possible plumes in purple and green). Green circles: Uncertainty regarding possible
contamination sources are within the well catchment and whether a contamination from these sources could exceed the
detection limit at the production well. Blue circles: Unknown possible contamination sources that could occur anywhere
in the watershed, here represented by two semitransparent sources. Red circles: Possible contamination sources that
exist, but cannot be located, because ﬁnding out their exact location would be too expensive (for instance, in urban
areas). Orange circle: Possible contamination sources that are generally known, but they cover an area that is too large to
be characterized in detail (e.g., industrial parks).
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known to exist, there may be uncertainties regarding its exact location, spatial extent, or strength. Finally,
given that the risk is assessed at the pumping well, it can be difﬁcult to know the comparative level of
risk posed by different sources.
3. The third group relates to the relative importance that the water provider places on the three target elements of effective monitoring. Ultimately, the weights placed on these targets will be deﬁned by the decision
culture of the water provider. This must consider aspects such as risk tolerance, regulatory environments,
and even prevailing cultural norms. In this treatment, we consider this to be unknown and uncertain a priori.
Regarding the uncertainty level, we follow the terminology of Walker et al. (2003). They distinguish among
three types of uncertainty levels: statistical uncertainty, scenario uncertainty, and recognized ignorance. Statistical uncertainty can be described by probability distributions and hence is quantiﬁable. Scenario uncertainty does not have a known probability distribution, but its effects can be analyzed by making
assumptions about the uncertain parameters to create possible scenarios. Hence, scenario uncertainty can
describe possibilities, but without assigned probabilities. Recognized ignorance contains all uncertainty that
is known to exist but cannot be treated in the former two groups, because neither probability distributions
are known nor the behavior such that useful assumptions can be made to express it as scenario uncertainty.
These three uncertainty levels are bracketed by the two extrema of determinism, where everything is
known, and total ignorance, where it is unknown what is unknown. In this study, we use the term uncertainty as equivalent to scenario uncertainty unless otherwise speciﬁed.
2.2. Original Goals, Methods, and Expectations
While the original goals and the coarse-level work steps of the project were not changed, the originally
planned methods within each step changed over the course of the project. To anticipate one of the key
conclusions of this paper, the ﬂexibility for and acceptance of these changes were required for successful
outcomes. In the following, we brieﬂy describe the main steps as planned originally. The work steps of the
project are shown in Figure 3:
1. Initially, all possible contamination sources within the well catchment were identiﬁed to get an inventory
of all possible threats.
2. Afterward, the possible contamination sources were assigned importance weights using a quantitative
probabilistic risk analysis (e.g., Enzenhoefer et al., 2012, 2015) regarding their potential to affect the water
quality at the pumping wells. Possible contamination sources that are unknown in location or existence
were not considered at this point in our project.
3. Then, transport was simulated using the particle-tracking-random-walk method (PTRW) that was also
used in Enzenhoefer et al. (2014) and Koch and Nowak (2014). We chose this method because of its ease
of implementation and due to the absence of numerical dispersion (Kinzelbach, 1988; LaBolle et al.,
1996; Salamon et al., 2006). Additionally, we provided some measure of reliability against hydro(geo)logic
uncertainties by using a Monte-Carlo framework for the transport simulations, i.e., we considered hydro(geo)logy as statistical uncertainty. In other words, we suggested the use of many different permeability
ﬁelds that differ in their heterogeneity distribution over space as bases for the transport simulation.
4. Then, the existing monitoring networks and the existing sampling schedules could be evaluated to
assess their ability to monitor the known possible contamination sources with respect to the three objectives described above.
5. Finally, new monitoring-network elements were planned to be optimized using multiobjective optimization (e.g., Konak et al., 2006; Zitzler et al., 2004).
Communication among project partners is necessary both to inform one another of unique insights, perspectives, and ﬁndings, and to align expectations and requirements for the project. In our case, the latter involved
consideration of input from the project group and all water suppliers organized within the DVGW. Simultaneously, we were subject to the guidelines of the DVGW. The project group included academic researchers
and practitioners. While the academics’ main interest was method-oriented fundamental research, the practitioners were more interested in delivering software that solved the monitoring problem for their well catchments. Although the group did not include all water providers in the DVGW, it was important that the
software be transferable to their watersheds as well (Basco-Carrera et al., 2017 distinguish the active and the
passive group as collaborative and participatory stakeholders). That is, even water suppliers that did not participate in the joint project should be able to use the results to optimize their monitoring networks. Finally,
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the larger goal of the group was to provide information to improve and
revise guideline W108 (DVGW, 2003) of the DVGW that currently regulates the monitoring of well catchments.
2.3. The Need for Change
It became apparent immediately that we could not use the academic
standard for including uncertainties in our analyses, i.e., as statistical
uncertainties. On the one hand, as with many practical problems, it
was computationally too expensive to conduct a full Monte-Carlo
analysis. On the other hand, the underlying probability distributions
of the uncertainties are usually unknown and hence uncertain themselves. Using a Monte-Carlo analysis would offer an uncertainty with
unfounded accuracy. Also, problems emerged regarding the quantitative risk analysis for the possible contamination sources, largely due
to a lack of necessary information. (For example, due to privacy proFigure 3. Work steps toward optimal monitoring networks. Here P.C.S. stands
tection regulations, the state is not allowed to give information about
for possible contamination sources.
the exact location of domestic heating oil tanks in residential areas to
water suppliers.) As a result, our objective changed to work with water
providers to ﬁnd analyses that provided the best possible information under budgetary constraints. In other
words, the analysis itself was subjected to an informal multiobjective optimization.

3. From Concept to Implementation
Within the following subsections, we explain in detail how we overcame difﬁculties during the project
regarding uncertainties and what practical concepts we developed to replace the originally planned academic approaches (cf. section 2.2 and Figure 3). We also report how the academic participants illustrated
and communicated uncertainty problems to reduce resistance against complex, nondeterministic solutions.
The arose problems were exactly the problems discussed in the work
of Pappenberger and Beven (2006). More and detailed information on
most of the resulting concepts can be found in Bode et al. (2016).
3.1. How to Convince the Funding Body?
As is commonly true in both academic and applied settings, the ﬁrst
step for the project was to convince the funding body of its likely success. The most signiﬁcant realization in this regard was that we
needed to shift the concept of multiobjective optimization from a
planned method to a selling point of the project. That is, we had to
communicate clearly that multiobjective optimization is the search for
the best trade-offs between competing objective functions (Pareto,
1964). From an academic point of view, this is seen as a recognition
that it is not possible to ﬁnd the optimal solution, but we can deﬁne
Pareto-optimal solutions that form the Pareto front. A Pareto-optimal
solution cannot be improved in one objective function without
degrading at least another objective function. The challenge, from an
academic standpoint, was how to present this as a scientiﬁcally rigorous approach with practical beneﬁts for water providers.

Figure 4. Illustration used to convince the funding body. Pareto-optimal solutions (red spheres) and dominated solutions (black spheres) plotted against the
three objective functions: detection probability; early warning time; and costs.
The blue sphere illustrates the theoretical optimum which cannot be reached.
The green sphere depicts the under-performance of the existing monitoring
network. The green lines illustrate how the existing monitoring network can be
improved in one objective function without becoming worse in the other
objective functions.
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To aid in this effort, we developed a problem-speciﬁc visual representation of multiobjective optimization (Figure 4; we already used this
representation in Bode et al., 2016 and Nowak et al., 2015. Different
visualization techniques of Pareto fronts can be found in, e.g., Ibrahim
et al., 2016). The objective of the ﬁgure is to emphasize how water
suppliers can use multiobjective optimization to improve their monitoring networks. In particular, the decision board was impressed by
the possibility to show the lack of performance of the existing
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monitoring network (green sphere) compared with the Pareto-optimal solutions (red spheres). That is, they
could see that there are many possible good solutions, depending upon their priorities, but that the current
network was not one of them. In other words, there was no way to view their current monitoring network
as acceptable. The decision board could further see that there are pathways to any optimal solution (green
lines) from their current network. The important lesson that we learned was that it is critical to explain our
analyses in a clear, problem-speciﬁc context.
3.2. How to Include Uncertainty?
Geostatistically based Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation is the standard academic approach to account for statismez-Hernandez &
tical uncertainty in aquifer parameters in groundwater models (e.g., Freeze, 1975; Go
Gorelick, 1989; Rubin, 2003). However, as already mentioned in section 2.3, in practice, MC simulations are
computationally too expensive to apply to large scale or complex models that will be applied for practical
problems and the underlying probability distributions of the uncertain parameters are unknown. Second,
numerical models used by water suppliers are usually built with standard software like ModFlow (Harbaugh,
2005) or FeFlow (Trefry & Muffels, 2007) that cannot be automated easily for running MC simulations. Third,
it is much easier to operate that type of software with zonation-based parametrizations or with pilot points
(e.g., Doherty, 2003; RamaRao et al., 1995) than with geostatistical random ﬁelds (e.g., Dietrich & Newsam,
1993; Kitanidis, 1997).
Despite these limitations, hydrogeologic uncertainties must be considered in the optimization to propose reliable network designs. Our discussions, inﬂuenced heavily by our commitment to focus our analyses on supporting water providers’ decisions, led the project group to represent uncertainty by using
well-selected scenarios instead of formal MC analyses. These scenarios have to satisfy two requirements:
(1) They have to represent the dominant uncertainties that most inﬂuenced the location and concentration of the contaminant plumes. (2) The virtual contaminated area by an ensemble of a contaminant
plume has to cover the entire area between the two outer plumes of this ensemble (an example of wellselected scenarios is shown in Figure 5 for uncertainty in ambient ﬂow direction). Further criteria for the
quality of scenarios are discussed, e.g., by Kosow and Gaßner (2008). Intense discussions with the water
providers showed that for most of the well catchments, the ambient ﬂow direction, which is controlled
by seasonal changes in groundwater recharge and the pumping rate of the production wells, were found
to be the most inﬂuential factors. Catchments for other supply wells were highly inﬂuenced by the
stages of nearby rivers. The key challenge was to investigate how these factors control risks to the supply wells so that the water suppliers could select scenarios that best represent their concerns. The ﬁnal
scenario selection, however, needed prior evaluation and assessment of all different known states of the
system by experts.
In the end, a critical ﬁnding of this project was that engineering practices that are predominant among German water suppliers cannot
make use of formal MC simulations, and hence cannot make statistical
risk predictions. Instead, using well-selected scenarios, we can adopt
more efﬁcient approaches that explicitly consider high risk scenarios.
This can build on the years or even decades of experience of water
suppliers to propose a set of representative scenarios.

Figure 5. Example of well-selected scenarios for uncertainty in ambient ﬂow
direction v ðbÞ. Assumed main ﬂow direction is from the left to the right ðb50Þ.
Red dot: Possible contamination source. Dark-gray shaded plumes: Possible
contamination plumes that would occur for the two selected extreme scenarios
b56bmax . Light-gray shaded plumes: Possible contamination plumes that
would occur for scenarios with smaller deviations in the ﬂow direction from the
main ﬂow direction. The set of scenarios represents possible contaminated
area by the possible contamination source regarding an expected maximal
uncertainty.
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3.3. How to Prioritize Possible Contamination Sources?
The relative importance of different possible contamination sources
depends on their potential to affect the aquifer and pumping wells
and the severity of these projected impacts. A common prioritization
approach is to assign a (statistically motivated) weight to each source
that reﬂects factors like the stored contaminant mass, mobility, and toxicity (e.g., Enzenhoefer et al., 2012; Frind et al., 2006). Unfortunately, in
practice, it is often impractical or even impossible to conduct the probabilistic analyses required to deﬁne quantitative weights.
To provide a practical possible contamination-source prioritization
that also supports the individual concerns of water suppliers, we
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replaced the original probabilistic weighing approach with a semiquantitative alternative. Speciﬁcally, we
segregated possible contamination sources into three classes (severe, medium, and almost tolerable) (Cox,
2008; Hokstad et al., 2009). The discussions needed for that segregation integrated the expertise of academics and practitioners toward a common goal of optimal monitoring design. Each class was assigned to its
own set of objective functions that included detection probability and early warning time. The objective function costs cannot be separated for the risk classes in a meaningful manner because it is independent of the
risk prioritization of the possible contamination sources. (However, it would be possible to consider adding
a separate risk cost associated with the potential cost of not monitoring a source. This cost would depend
on the risk class.) Thus, our original multiobjective optimization problem, with three objectives:
dopt 5 arg min ðfdetect ; fwarn ; fcost Þ

(1)

d2D

eventually included seven objectives (two for each prioritization class and one for costs):
00 severe 1 0 severe 1
1
fdetect
fwarn
BB medium C B medium C
C
B
C B
C
C
dopt 5 arg min B
@@ fdetect A; @ fwarn A; fcost A ;
d2D
tolerable
tolerable
fdetect
fwarn

(2)

with dopt as the optimal set of decision variables d that characterize the planned monitoring network. D is
the space of all possible and allowed network designs.
Although the optimization became more complex, the beneﬁt of this approach is that water suppliers can
prioritize the possible contamination sources following their own individual assessment, expert opinion, or
public concerns. This is possible without the need for a difﬁcult and costly acquisition of data to calculate
quantitative risk weights. In the end, the use of categorical, ranked risks provided a framework to translate
water providers’ descriptive concerns to a trade-off function that could be used in a multiobjective
optimization.
3.4. How to Model Areas With Many Possible Contamination Sources That Are too Expensive for a
Detailed Exploration?
As described above, some possible contamination sources can be difﬁcult to characterize because they
include multiple possible sources distributed through a relatively large area. Practically, it can be too expensive to produce a detailed map of each source. Furthermore, in many cases, water suppliers do not have the
right to collect all of the information necessary to describe the separate sources. Often, even if the data
could be collected, the computing time and memory requirements to treat each source individually in the
transport simulations may be prohibitive. During our discussions, the water suppliers made it clear that this
type of source area should be handled using a simpler, representative possible contamination source.
To accommodate this preference, we introduced the concept of virtual representative possible contamination sources (cf. Figure 6, the ﬁlled circles). Instead of accounting for each possible contamination source in
an urban area, we introduced artiﬁcial possible contamination sources, closely spaced along a line at the
downgradient edge of the source area (in our case, an urban area). The underlying idea is that the plumes
emanating from any source within the area will cross this downgradient boundary. Furthermore, placing

Figure 6. Illustration of our prioritization of possible contamination sources (classiﬁed in green, yellow, or red possible
contamination sources), how possible contamination sources were represented in dense possible contamination-source
areas (e.g., cities and industrial parks), and how the remaining risk can be modeled (the last two concepts are based on
virtual possible contamination sources, ﬁlled circles in yellow, red, and blue).
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the sources as close as possible to the well within the urban area, with reference to the ﬂow lines, provides
a conservative estimate of impact. That is, the virtual contaminants represented by the virtual contaminant
sources will arrive sooner and at higher concentrations than the actual contaminants from the unknown
possible contamination sources. In most cases, the difference in estimated warning time is small because
the size of the source area is small relative to the distance of the downgradient boundary to the production
wells. This simpliﬁcation therefore provides at least as much protection as would be provided if every
source was modeled individually while offering three practical advantages: (1) water suppliers do not need
to support time-consuming and expensive data acquisition in urban areas; (2) they can account for possible
contamination sources that are uncertain in location within urban areas; and (3) the transport simulation
requires less computational effort and time to consider the smaller number of possible contamination sources. This, too, reinforces the overarching ﬁnding of this project: cooperative design with stakeholders is a
multiobjective optimization problem that seeks to identify and simplify or eliminate approaches that offer
little gain in quality of the designed network in exchange for the work and effort required.
3.5. How to Deal With Unknown Possible Contamination Sources?
The most difﬁcult possible contamination sources to consider when designing a monitoring network are
the (potentially numerous) possible contamination sources within well catchments that are not even known
to exist. These unknown possible contamination sources are especially problematic for water suppliers with
production wells in large, densely populated areas and in regions with intensive farming. The only way to
achieve robustness in the face of unknown possible contamination sources is to represent the possible existence of unknown possible contamination sources through an additional virtual component in the risk
model.
While it is important to guard against unknown sources, the virtual risk model must be as pragmatic and
simple as possible. For example, using a dense grid of virtual sources over the entire well catchment would
lead to unacceptably high computational costs. In this case, we chose to model the unknown risks using a
densely spaced set of virtual point sources that surround the water supply wells (cf. Figure 6, the virtual
blue possible contamination sources at the pumping well). In the following, this concept is called line of
attack. This risk model is plausible because any contaminant from (unknown) possible contamination sources has to pass the line of attack before affecting the pumping wells. Thus, a resulting monitoring network
that can monitor the virtual sources on the line of attack is also able to monitor any remaining risk that is
farther from the pumping wells. The line of attack is located at a distance in travel time coordinates that is
deﬁned by the user. Essentially, this represents the minimum travel time that a user is comfortable allowing
themselves to install counter measures for water quality protection. Only the area between the line of attack
and the pumping wells needs to be monitored with source-targeted wells. The line of attack approach
potentially offers large savings in monitoring and in design optimization. This is because there will be no
advantage to placing any monitoring wells farther from the well than the line of attack if a robust detection
probability is essential and the user-deﬁned minimal early warning time is sufﬁcient. In this case, there is no
need to collect data about sources beyond this distance, either. The corresponding monitoring networks
usually exhibit a line of defense formed by monitoring wells just downgradient of the line of attack (cf. Figure 7). However, outside of the line of attack, there might exist known possible contamination sources toxic
enough such that a reliable monitoring in detection probability and early warning time is required. Then,
additional monitoring wells close to these known possible contamination sources are appropriate.

Figure 7. Illustration of an optimal monitoring network (gray squares) that can monitor all known and unknown possible
contamination sources outside of this line of defense. The gray shadow illustrates the monitored direction.
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There is some subjectivity in choosing the location of the line of attack. If it is placed too close to the wells,
the monitoring network may be underdesigned and may not provide sufﬁciently early warning against
unknown sources. If the line of attack is too far from the wells, then it could be overprotective of distant
unknown sources while also requiring extensive monitoring of speciﬁc sources closer to the wells. Essentially, the user must decide how much weight they want to put on protecting against unknown sources. To
facilitate this, we followed the approach described in section 3.3 and suggest to classify the unknown possible contamination sources into a risk class. However, they are unknown, and hence they cannot be classiﬁed into one of the three already existing risk classes in a meaningful manner. To overcome this problem,
an additional risk class was introduced that represents unknown possible contamination sources in distributed areas and unknown sources placed on a line of attack. With that, the number of objective functions in
equation (2) increases again (from seven to nine). But, this further increase in complexity has the beneﬁt of
accommodating the subjective concerns and expert judgments of stakeholders, allowing them to alter the
weights on the virtual sources to represent their relative risk tolerance of known and unknown sources.
3.6. Uncertainty in Objective Functions
In terms used thus far, we are considering three general objectives: high detection probability, long early
warning time, and low installation and operation costs. There are entire ﬁelds of study devoted to translating stakeholder preferences, stated or revealed, into quantitative objective functions (e.g., Hashimoto et al.,
1982a, 1982b, for water resource systems, and the review of Haas et al., 2017, for renewable energy systems). There are many different ways to express the objectives mathematically as objective functions. Each
formulation can place different emphasis on the different details of objectives, leading to different optimal
networks. To provide one illustrative example, consider the objective of early warning time. This can be
expressed as absolute early warning time, but it would imply a large weight for distant possible contamination sources, as they juggle larger values of early warning time. In our project group, however, we agreed
after intense discussion to use a normalized version of each, because it equally favors a 10% improvement
in early warning time of remote or nearby possible contamination sources. This may be further complicated
by applying different functional relationships between the warning time and the beneﬁt function (e.g., as a
linear, nonlinear, or even discontinuous function, cf. Figure 8).
It can happen that several possible objective-function formulations are worth considering for the same
objective. Then, one alternative is to allow the decision maker to use them jointly within the multiobjective
optimization. Another alternative is to deeply analyze each formulation in a case-study and choose the best
ﬁtting formulation for the personal perception and subjective concerns. Unfortunately, both approaches are
generally too expensive for applied problems. Therefore, we opted to invest considerable time and effort in

Figure 8. Three different possibilities to express the objective function ‘‘early warning time.’’ (left) The beneﬁt of a monitoring network can be expressed using a linear, or logarithmic, or a nonlinear continuous function. The normalization
factor of the beneﬁt could be the highest possible early warning time within the possible contamination-source inventory.
That is, we calculate the time between spill release and ﬁrst detection of the contaminant at the production well for every
possible contamination source and choose the longest time interval as normalization factor. (right) The beneﬁt can be
expressed using a piecewise linear progression of the beneﬁt. Each possible contamination source has its own function.
The normalization factor is the highest possible early warning time for each possible contamination source. Increasing the
warning time in region one (red) has a higher impact on the beneﬁt than increasing the warning time in region 2 (yellow)
or 3 (green). In fact, increasing the warning time in region 3 has little beneﬁt. The marks A and B are additional input
parameters that deﬁne the size of the three regions.
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discussions among water suppliers to formulate acceptable objective functions. However, in some cases,
the project group could not agree on just one expression for an objective. Since the two alternatives mentioned above are not feasible, we decided that the user can choose her preferred formulation of the objective function or explore a multiobjective approach when working with the software.

4. Selected Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, we present some results of the concepts introduced in section 3. Therefore, we use a synthetic test case that we already used in Bode et al. (2016). We cannot present results based on the well
catchments of the water providers (1) due to concerns about privacy protection relating to possible initiators of the possible contaminations and (2) due to strict guidelines of property rights relating to the underlying numerical model and their owners.
4.1. Test Case
The test case is illustrated in Figure 10 and is inspired by typical models used for well-catchment management. It represent a single geological aquifer layer as a quasi-three-dimensional domain ð15; 000 m 3
7; 000 m 3 10 mÞ. Instead of a complex geostatistically based permeability ﬁeld, we use few zones with different hydraulic conductivity values. The average conductivity of our test case is K53:15 3 1024 m=s and
the porosity is n 5 0.35. We use the Scheidegger parametrization to deﬁne dispersion (Scheidegger, 1961):
D5ðat kvk1Dm ÞI1ða‘ 2at Þ

vvT
:
kvk

Here I is the identity matrix. We set the longitudinal dispersivity to a‘ 51 m, the traverse dispersivity to
at 50:1 m, and the molecular diffusion coefﬁcient to Dm 51029 m2 =s. The regional ﬂow direction is from
west to east and is deﬁned through Dirichlet conditions at all domain boundaries. Near the eastern boundary at x513; 000 m, a gallery of 15 pumping wells produce 225 L=s. Each well has a distance of 50 m to the
neighboring wells. Their catchment is illustrated as a red overlay area in Figure 10. The ﬁgure also shows
the inventory of possible contaminations sources of the model domain. The gray dots represent possible
contamination sources outside the well catchment, i.e., they do not have the ability to affect the production
wells. The colored dots (green, yellow, red, and blue) represent the possible contamination sources that
have the potential to affect the production wells. These four colors describe the prioritization of the sources.
They are classiﬁed according to severe (red), medium (yellow), tolerable (green), and unknown (blue). For
simpliﬁcation reasons, all possible contamination sources are assumed to be point sources with a pulse
release of their contaminant and we assume conservative tracer transport. The groundwater ﬂow was simulated with the standard-Galerkin ﬁnite element code already used in Nowak et al. (2015) (for the discretization of the domain we used a regular grid, cell size: 10 m 3 10 m 3 10 m). As already stated in section 2.2,
we used the particle-tracking-random-walk method for all transport simulations.
For the optimization, we discretized the well catchment by a ﬁne grid of candidate positions for monitoring wells. We use the same grid as for the ﬂow simulations. Thus, formally the decision vector d in equation (1) includes a Boolean (yes/no) variable for each of the 1,050,000 candidate locations. The sampling
interval Dtjsample is an additional variable in d and can take one of four possible sample frequencies for the
entire monitoring network. These values include a sample frequency of 1, 2, 4, or 12 times per year. During the optimization, the maximal allowed number of monitoring wells was constraint to 15.
4.2. Monitoring Networks With Different Safety Levels
Classifying the possible contamination sources in different risk classes (cf. section 3.3) enables the decision
maker to consider monitoring networks that satisfy different safety levels related to the possible
contamination-source inventory. In Figure 9, the objective values of all optimized monitoring networks with
respect to known possible contamination sources are illustrated as black lines (subﬁgure 1). Here two monitoring networks are highlighted (red and blue lines) that will be used in the following discussion. Subﬁgures
2–4 show an example approach to ﬁnd a network (here the red line) that satisﬁes the speciﬁc needs of a
water supplier by restricting the objective space of the found solutions. Having a focus on detection probability with respect to the severe possible contamination sources, the solutions are strongly reduced by
requiring a high detection probability for these sources (subﬁgure 2). Many solutions remain such that a
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Figure 9. Objective values of optimized monitoring networks with respect to the known possible contamination sources.
The normalized objective values (y axis) are plotted over the objective function (x axis). The objective functions beneﬁt in
early warning time (B) and detection probability (DP) are normalized. The two cost functions (C) are normalized by the
respective cost value of the most expensive optimized network. The superscript labels represent the prioritization (tol:
tolerable, med: medium, sev: severe) and distinguish the cost functions (inst: installation, op: operation). In total, more
than 18,000 solutions were found. Black lines: objective values of all optimized monitoring networks; Blue and red lines:
objective values of two monitoring networks we consider during the following discussions. Subﬁgures 2–4 show one way
to ﬁnd a speciﬁc optimized monitoring network (red line) by restricting the objective space of all optimized solutions
(restriction rules can be found at the top of the subﬁgures). The blue network disappears from the possible solutions
when cost restrictions are made (subﬁgure 3).

further restriction can be made in installation and operation costs (subﬁgure 3), and ﬁnally, the ﬁrst requirement can be raised to an optimal detection probability for severe sources (subﬁgure 4).
In Figure 10, the two highlighted monitoring networks from Figure 9 are illustrated (red pluses for the red
line and white pluses for the blue line). Additionally, a third possible monitoring network is illustrated (black
pluses). Again, the red-pluses monitoring network focuses on the severe possible contamination sources
(red dots in Figure 10) and consists of only four monitoring wells. Compared to the monitoring network
shown as white pluses, it has less than one-third of the installation costs. Both networks have a similar
detection probability and beneﬁt in early warning time of almost 100% for the severe sources, but the monitoring network shown as white pluses additionally monitors all other known possible contamination sources (red, yellow, and green dots).
Unlike known possible contamination sources, unknown sources within the well catchment could contaminant the aquifer any time at any location and it is impossible to monitor them in a selective way. Following
the concept of the line of attack (cf. section 3.5), in our test case we covered the well gallery by a dense line
of virtual contamination sources (see the blue dots in Figure 10) and assigned the virtual sources to an additional ‘‘blue’’ risk class (cf. sections 3.3 and 3.5). The locations were chosen such that their plumes overlap
and cover the entire cross section transverse to the ﬂow toward the wells. Although the multiobjective optimization ﬁnds all possible trade-off solutions, e.g., including low cost and low detection probability, for the
sake of illustration we are interested in high detection-probability networks to robustly protect the production wells. Then, the related possible monitoring networks (e.g., the black pluses) form a line of defense
close to the line of attack and monitor its virtual contamination sources and also the entire well catchment
outside the line of attack. In some cases, known possible contamination sources can pass the line of defense
without guaranteed detection. These sources are located at the edges of the well catchment (cf. the two
yellow sources at the upper edge of the catchment in Figure 10 and the green source at the lower edge)
and their contamination plumes reach the line of defense with low concentrations (only the peripheral
plume areas can be detected). That is, the corresponding breakthrough curves have a short visibility at the
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Figure 10. Model domain of the test case. Gray scale: absolute velocities; Black rectangle: pumping-well gallery; Red
overlay: catchment of the well galley; Colored dots: possible contamination sources classiﬁed according to irrelevant (dark
gray), severe (red), medium (yellow), tolerable (green), and unknown (blue); Orange overlay: possible contamination
plumes evolving from the possible contamination sources; Red pluses: possible monitoring network with a prioritization
of severe sources; White pluses: possible monitoring network with a prioritization of severe, medium and tolerable
sources; Black pluses: line of defense.

monitoring wells and the probability of missing these plumes increases due to a too low sample frequency.
For such cases, additional selective monitoring wells for the known sources can improve detection probability and especially the corresponding early warning (e.g., in Figure 10a combination of the black-pluses and
the red-pluses networks). If one was interested in a compromise between good early warning time for the
known possible contamination sources and robustness against the unknown sources, one would select the
corresponding Pareto-optimal solution that merge aspects of the black, white, and red networks.
All in all, the line of attack features a huge beneﬁt to robustly monitor unknown possible contamination
sources compared to brute-force methods. Examples for brute-force methods are the simulations of many
randomly located or grid-based distributed possible contamination sources to represent their uncertainty in
location and existence. We will show and discuss the beneﬁts in the following section.
4.3. Line of Attack Versus Simulated Scenario Uncertainty of Unknown Contamination Sources
In this section, we compare the performance of a line of defense to a ‘‘regular’’ monitoring network and
show that the line of attack is sufﬁcient to represent unknown possible contamination sources. Therefore,
we consider 100 scenarios of unknown possible contamination sources. Each of them contains 15 randomly
located unknown sources and the 15 known possible contamination sources introduced in the previous
section. The ratio of known and unknown possible contamination sources is arbitrary and could favor
known or unknown sources. The considered domain of all possible locations is restricted to the well catchment. We chose the ‘‘white-pluses’’ monitoring network from Figure 10 to compare with the line of defense
(black pluses in Figure 10).
In Figure 11, the performance of both networks for each scenario is illustrated (blue dots for the ‘‘whitepluses’’ network and blue diamonds for the line of defense). They cluster into two clouds (illustrated as shadowed areas). For both networks, the objective values of the known possible contamination sources are the
same for each considered scenario because they are not affected by the varying unknown sources (cf. the red,
yellow, and green dots/diamonds in Figure 11). The line of defense is signiﬁcantly more robust against uncertainty in location of possible contamination sources in terms of detection probability. The variations of the
blue diamonds in Figure 11 are much smaller than the variations of the blue dots and the entire cloud of blue
diamonds is close to optimal detection. The center of the diamonds cloud is approximately 85% detection
probability and the center of the cloud of dots is near 50% detection probability. There are two reasons for
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the discrepancy between the expected and actual detection probability
(100% versus 85%) of the line of defense:
1. The breakthrough curves of a close contamination source might have
a short visibility at the line of defense and the probability of missing
the contamination plume due to low sample frequencies increases.
2. The line of defense cannot monitor contamination sources that are
within the line of defense, i.e., between the line of defense and the
well gallery.

Figure 11. Trade-off detection probability and early warning time for two different monitoring networks. Red and yellow dot: performance of the monitoring network optimized for all known possible contamination sources (white
pluses in Figure 10). The green dot is overlain by the red and yellow dot; Red,
yellow and green diamonds: performance of the line of defense regarding the
known possible contamination sources; Blue dots: performance of the ‘‘whitepluses’’ monitoring network regarding 100 scenarios with 15 randomly located
contamination sources; Blue diamonds: performance of the line of defense
regarding these scenarios. Black shadow: density of the point clouds for a
better illustration.

As expected, the line of defense performs worse in early warning time
compared to the ‘‘white-pluses’’ network due to its short distance to
the well gallery. However, budgetary limitations usually make it
impossible to install a monitoring network that can provide a high
detection probability and a high beneﬁt in early warning time for all
possible unknown possible contamination sources. From this point of
view, it is not necessary to model all possible unknown sources (e.g.,
using a dense grid of sources over the entire domain) because under
cost constraints the optimization algorithm would ﬁnd a line of
defense as Pareto-optimal solution. Relaxing the computational
expensive approach of a dense source grid to the line of attack, however, reduces the number of Pareto-optimal solutions. The trade-off
between loss in early warning time and detection probability due to
the positioning of the line of defense (already discussed in section
3.5) has to be preselected by the water supplier. But, especially for
well catchments with a difﬁcult inventory of possible contamination
sources, i.e., with a high expected number of unknown sources, the
line of defense is a strategy worth considering.

In summary, the main beneﬁt of the line of attack is that the corresponding line of defense is robust in detection probability against the
occurrence of unknown possible contamination sources. The main drawback is the loss in early warning
time, because of its short distance to the production wells.

5. Communication Strategies to Succeed
In this section, we want to describe how collaboration between the practical and the academic sides
improved throughout the project, especially in dealing with uncertainty. Three key strategies that emerged
during the project are emphasized in the following subsections. All of them required frequent communication through meetings involving the entire project group or sub groups composed of, e.g., only the operating engineers or only single water suppliers.
5.1. Speaking the Same Language Is Important
The biggest challenge and most important element in the collaboration was to develop a common language. This language has to be developed from the beginning of the project and has to be continually
evolved as new challenges and opportunities arise. Clear communication is especially important for concepts related to uncertainty, risk, and optimality, because common conceptions and intuitions often differ
starkly from scientiﬁc deﬁnitions in these realms. However, also the scientiﬁc deﬁnitions are inconsistent
and many different taxonomies, typologies, and vocabularies exist in these ﬁelds (e.g., Beven, 2016; Walker
et al., 2003). As a result, no consistent and practice-oriented terminology exists, and it can be important to
state all deﬁnitions, even those that may seem obvious, to avoid miscommunication. The strategy during
the project was to maintain a close connection between the academic team and one water supply company
that represented the practical side. The process involved long discussions, exacting explanations, translations, and interpretations; but, it resulted in glossaries that could be shared across the entire project group.
The results found rapid acceptance within the entire group because both practitioners and academics were
involved in their generation.
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5.2. Good Visualization of Methods and Concepts Is Very Helpful
Whenever the project group developed or introduced a new method or concept, it was important that it
was explained clearly to every participant as quickly as possible. While a large body of the literature focus
on visualization techniques of scientiﬁc data (e.g., Fayyad et al., 2002; Kehrer & Hauser, 2013; Keim, 2002),
conceptual illustrations are strongly related to the problem hence it is difﬁcult to develop general rules for
designing them. However, simple and illustrative ﬁgures (as simple as possible, as complex as necessary,
e.g., Sober, 1981) such as Figures 4 and 7 were the most impactful medium for communicating new methods and concepts. A combined task force of one representative water supplier and some academic participants together created story-telling visualizations and illustrative ﬂow charts to capture the key concept.
The practitioners usually led this effort because they had direct knowledge of what would be accessible
and informative to other practitioners. The academic side helped to prioritize the most important aspects of
each idea that kept the analyses on solid scientiﬁc grounding. In the best case, these illustrations were intuitively understandable in such a way that they worked as anchors for the represented concepts after they
were introduced and immensely simpliﬁed communication during the project.
5.3. Finding the Same Objectives
A strong collaboration results in a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. To achieve this, each group
has to have its own motivations and objectives that drive their contributions to the team effort. This statement, which applies at a technical level, also holds at the higher level of the overall purpose of the project.
In the extreme, the practical participants might be focused on developing less expensive, innovative tools
to design better monitoring networks. Meanwhile, the academic participants may be most interested in
gaining access to a large pool of real data to test their methods. As with all collaborations, much of the
effort lies in aligning these differing motivations to leverage the strengths of each partner.
We found that it was useful to acknowledge the separate motivations of the partners, but to work openly to
deﬁne a joint objective of developing a useful and practical software with state-of-the-art methods and perspectives. This required relaxation of expectations on the academic side because purely academic methods
could not always be applied feasibly. However, in some cases, this required ﬂexibility from the practitioners,
who could assume that seemingly complex methods were not worth the time or effort. Often, the academic
partners made use of jointly developed illustrations to communicate the methods under consideration.
Interestingly, this tension led to balanced but innovative approaches, as described in section 3. Ultimately,
the shared overall objective was well served by the practical ﬁlter placed on the academic ideas and the
requirement that both sides work to ﬁnd common language and compelling illustrations to understand all
aspects of the project. This process further beneﬁted from the diversity of the practical side, which included
decision makers, ﬁeld engineers, modelers, and administrative employees for different water suppliers
working in very different well catchments. Additionally, employees from the ministry and representatives
from the head organization (DVGW) participated. Each of them brought different perspectives and placed
different emphases on individual technical problems, needs, and concerns.

6. Summary and Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to show possible strategies to apply academic concepts in practice to tackle problems that face multiple sources of uncertainty. The example project involved water suppliers, regulators,
and academic researchers with the common aim of developing practical software for water suppliers to
evaluate existing monitoring networks, to identify additional elements to add to improve those networks,
and to ﬁnd new optimal networks. There were ﬁve main ﬁndings related to cooperative development of
the project structure and approaches:
1. Optimization. Multiobjective optimization is a powerful concept, but it needs to be communicated clearly
as a strength for decision makers to achieve practical buy-in. Clear, problem-speciﬁc illustrations are
invaluable.
2. Uncertainty Representation. In practice, Monte-Carlo simulations are not feasible to represent uncertainty.
Instead, uncertainty can be included in practical applications using representative scenarios. But, it is
important to involve decision makers directly and actively in deﬁning the scenarios. It can be useful to
recognize that the process of jointly deﬁning an academic/practical partnership is, itself, a multiobjective
optimization exercise between scientiﬁc priorities and practical utility.
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3. Risk Assessment. From the practical side, approaches to risk assessment that stressed clarity, simplicity,
and applicability were preferred; in general, qualitative risk assessment was preferred to rigorous, but
less practical, quantitative approaches. In some cases, the only feasible risk analysis will be fully qualitative, based on subjective public concerns and expert judgments of stakeholders. This will require
thoughtful collaboration to deﬁne the appropriate model ensemble and to decide how to apply it to
decision making.
4. Robustness. The step from quantitative to qualitative risk assessment (ﬁnding 3) still requires that possible
contamination sources are known in their location and existence. Often, there are unknown possible contamination sources in well catchments. In such cases, a useful strategy is to move away from reliable solutions (in terms of solutions with a quantiﬁed probability of success) to robust solutions (in terms of still
serving the purpose sufﬁciently well and being sufﬁciently reliable even in the face of unknown possible
contamination sources). Robustness is typically paid for by a small decrease in classical reliability, or by
additional costs (compare sections 3.4 and 3.5).
5. Teamwork. There is a useful creative tension that arises when practitioners demand simple approaches
and academics are required to explain and advocate for more advanced analyses. The process winnows
potentially expensive approaches with little practical beneﬁt while forcing all partners to clearly understand the relevance of all aspects of the study. The key point is that academics should listen to the needs
of the users, design the analyses to provide them with useful information, and provide tools to help
them to deﬁne their preferences and to integrate them with the science.
Throughout the project, communication was critical. We found the following three main strategies to be
most useful:
1. Terminology. The project group developed glossaries for uncertainty and risk terminology to ensure that
we had a common language. This basic vocabulary minimized unnecessary misunderstandings and
formed the foundation for building common understanding as the group chose and developed more
involved analyses later in the project.
2. Illustrations. The project group worked as small, collaborative, multidisciplinary groups to create clear
illustrations to visualize and understand concepts related to scientiﬁc analysis, uncertainties, and risks.
These illustrations were critical for building solid understanding of complex concepts across all partners.
Importantly, the practitioners led in the development of these illustrations because they were in the best
position to know whether a ﬁgure would communicate concepts clearly to those who would use the
software in practice.
3. Joint Objectives. The project group recognized that each participant had different main goals when forming the team, but we committed to developing a joint objective that we could all use to guide constructive collaboration.
The goal of the project was to integrate academic research into uncertainty in a hydrogeologic context with
practical understanding of the role of risk in managing water suppliers’ operations to design efﬁcient and
effective monitoring networks. In the process, we found three general conclusions that may extend beyond
this project:
1. Flexibility. Practitioners are aware of the uncertainty problem and have developed strategies to conduct
their operations under uncertainty. Academics do not need to explain uncertainty or convince practitioners to care about it. But, they must clearly explain why their methods add value to practitioners by
better deﬁning critical uncertainties. However, academics must understand that many of their methods
to quantify uncertainty are not feasible in practice because of data limitations or computational
demands. Therefore, academics must be ﬂexible in modifying and simplifying their approaches to provide the best possible insights within budgetary limits.
2. Direction. In some cases, the practitioners’ desired level of simplicity would require unacceptable (from
the viewpoint of academics) modiﬁcations of academic methods. Then, it is incumbent upon academics
to work with practitioners to develop clear illustrations that can explain the need for the more advanced
analyses. Both sides must approach this process openly, nudging toward a common solution and avoiding the temptation to demand simplicity or rigor.
3. Communication. The importance of communication cannot be overstated: from initial efforts to develop
common terminology, to the development of a joint objective, to continually developing visual aides to
ensure integrated understanding. This willingness to spend the time required to share ideas is the only
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way to demonstrate the honesty, transparency, and mutual appreciation required to leverage each partner’s contributions toward a common goal. Each partner will bring unique strengths to the process, but
communication is the quintessence of a successful collaboration.
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